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 Natural languages are the closest entries to congnition in the physical world. The 
most direct method to making cognition measurable is to find out the way of making 
natural languages measurable. Computational verb theory (CVT) is such a paradigm 
which makes natural languages measurable. Based on CVT computers will have a 
way of implementing of cognition. As an emerging discipline, CVT has been 
developing rapidly in recent years, it combines with other disciplines like artificial 
intelligence, psychology, economics and etc, and is forming a new cross-discipline. 
Moreover, CVT has been successfully applied to many industrial systems, such as 
video flame detection, intelligent traffic control system and intelligent CCTV 
surveillance system. 
 In this thesis, CVT has been applied to study and optimize neural networks and 
path planning. This thesis proposes a new type of computational verb neural network 
based on computational verb similarities; namely type-I2 neural computational verb 
system, which is different from the known type-I1 neural computational verb system. 
It also gives the design of type-I1 neural computational verb system and derivation of 
its learning algorithms. Computational verb similarities are used to redesign path 
planning algorithm, the design of corresponding computational verb rules are 
presented in details. 
 The work of this thesis are listed as follows. 
1. Computational verb neural networks are designed by using trend-based verb 
similarities, it broadens the scope and ability of dealing with dynamic information 
which takes natural language as medium. 
2. Computational verb rules are introduced into path planning algorithm, 
transforming the path planning into an optimization algorithmn based on 
computational verb rules.  
3. The proposed computational verb path planning method which consider the 















4. Using multiple computational verb rule bases to solve path planning problems 
with variable disturbance. 
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